Lynn University
The final page of the NSSE Web version asked students to respond to the following question in an open text box:
“If you have any additional comments or feedback that you’d like to share on the quality of your educational experience, please type them
below.”
Student responses to this question appear on the following pages. Please note that these comments appear exactly as the students
entered them. They were not edited for grammar, offensive language, or otherwise questionable content. For this reason, student identifiers
are not provided.
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I have nothing against the school I attend. I love it here, yes it might be easy but its a great place to be. Granted
if I could go back in time I may not come to the same school and do the same thing over, but that is just my own
personal opinion.
1
I think Lynn is the perfect school for college students with learning differences.
1
While Lynn University is an international private school the quality of teaching and mental stimulation for me is
lacking most teachers do not present an intresting forum where students can communicate their ideas and also
learn from the teachers own store of information and or knowledge. While some classes are purely fact based
the teachers i have currently experienced, while they might know the information, cannot communicate it
properly.
1
no
1
Lynn is a great school and I think they do all they can to help the students become successful people in society.
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I love my school and i believe that I learn alot here and that it provides a wonderful environment for individuals
to achieve their goals.
This institution is great with the materials and course work used for the students, but some of the classes need to
be harder and need to test peoples concept of the material not just there understanding of the reading which they
are assigned. It is often hard to be in a class discussion when your asking questions that test the reading yet no
one else understands the reading alone.
I think teachers need to post grades and assignments more frequently than not posting anything at all.
Thanks
its too long
I love the small classes and the specialized attention form the professors!
Some of these questions do not apply since I am only an online student. If you were to have an alternate set of
questions, that would reflect a better outcome for your survey.
Overall, I am please with Lynn University and everyone I have had dealings with.
I feel as though the teachers are not challenging us enough in the non-honors classes.
Your survey was to long.
This school feels more like a boarding school than a university.
i love the one on one faculity student thing, i've learned a lot more and able to concentrate better in my classes
through it. i hate the attendance rule but i understand and appericiate it as it getting be to pratice my
respontability before graduating into the working world. I LOVE MY SCHOOL and even thougt it doesn't have my
major, i want to stay as long as i possibly can.
My educational experience at Lynn University is incredible. I really enjoy everything I get from this school.
2
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It is very challenging for a mature adult with outside responsibilities to go back to school and acquire a degree.
The classes offered are at night and most of the time advisors are not on campus and when most of the classes
are taken on-line the student does not have the opportunity to get to know his/her advisor.
4
this is a wonderful school with great interaction with all staff and faculty in a small setting
4
I am a Lynn University Graduate. I graduated December 2005.
4
This is the third 4-year college I have attended. Of the three, I have noticed Lynn is the worst run business I've
seen. The "customer service" if you will is terrible at best. Any problems I have had with financial aid, student
administrative services or the like have been a hassle. The staff is unprofessional and rude dealing with
students. For example, at student registration in January, a staff member had to meet with each student in the
line. Once I sat down, the member was talking to the girl sitting next to her. She did not acknowledge me until I
said my name and even then she only looked at me. She continued to talk with the other staff member
complaining about "slave labor" and not getting her "deserved" breaks. I am a student, a client, someone who
deserves a little more respect and courtesy than to have the staff complaining about their job in front of me. It
was unprofessional and I did report her to Angela Rogers because I was so disgusted at yet another staff
member from Lynn. Please understand I am not asking the staff to kiss my or anyone else's feet like some
students expect. But at my retail job, customer service is priorty number one and retail or not, your staff should
4
I found Lynn University to be a very educational college while at the same time giving very personal attention.
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I was constantly challenged academically and I loved that. I learned so much from my experience with online
instruction also. I think my school particularly should monitor new professors so everyone can be on the same
page. Students shouldn't be penalized during the last phase of school for different techniques given by new
professors.
none
My only concern is that I do not have a date of when I will graduate. As well, I was disappointed that I will not be
able to attend the Chicago Tour because it was sold out so fast. As well, I need to know how the work
experience/Portfolio program works so that I can determine how this will affect the classes I need to graduate.
Have the institution give their students ample time or more opportunities to set down with own another in
reference to applying for student loans. In other words, student loan or financial counceling in obtaining financial
aid when applying for grants, or loans.
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Have insrtuctors be more responsive to students who learn entirely online.
Realize that students who learn online have many other responsibilities outside of school and that time is limited
to spend on homework.

4

